SN001  Alaska, Southeast
Sables Dream Hunt IX: 7-day Alaska Luxury Yacht Based Sitka Black-Tailed Deer Hunt with Donald Trump Jr.

Donald Trump Jr and Master Guide Keegan McCarthy, owner of Coastal Alaska Adventures, are proud to launch the ‘Hunter Heritage Series’. This exciting new program is designed to bring youth/new hunters into the field and experience the essence of what we love. Together we recognize the need to improve access to young hunters and create opportunity and excitement around getting them into the field. Through this program we look to share the true hunting experience with the next generation. This year we will be featuring Donald Trump Jr., a man who needs no introduction, and who’s passion for the outdoors makes him the number one ambassador for our way of life. Don Jr shares this heritage with his son and believes in handing down these lessons to young hunters. Don Jr and his son will be hosting this year’s hunt along with Keegan in Alaska. Join them aboard Alaska’s premiere luxury hunting vessel for a 7-day Sitka black-tailed deer and sea ducks hunt along with Master Guide Keegan McCarthy. Method of take is hunters’ choice. Schedule hunt with outfitter for open dates in November 2020, only. No alternate dates are available. Each hunter can harvest two Sika black tailed deer. Keegan grew up hunting Sitka black-tailed deer in Alaska with his father from age seven. Come share Keegan’s knowledge and Don Jr’s passion to create a once-in-a-lifetime hunting experience for a new hunter. Included are accommodations, trophy fees for donated species, meals, guide service and field prep. The yacht has 4 guest staterooms, each with a queen bed and single as well as en-suite bathroom. The vessel is perfectly suited to host a group of hunters, young and old alike. You will be bidding on one room, to be shared by a father/son/daughter/grandparent/grandchild. Not included are before/after hunt expenses, dipping, packing/shipping and gratuities. Arrival/departure point is Juneau, Alaska. For more information, contact Keegan McCarthy at keegan@coastalalaskaadventures.com or 907-723-3006. Company’s website: www.wehuntak.com

Booth No.: 1107  Donor’s Valuation: $17,000

We thank Coastal Alaska Adventures, Corp. for this 100% donation.
8-day British Columbia Shiras Moose, Cougar, Bobcat and Lynx Hunt for One Hunter

Fraser River Outfitters invites one hunter for an 8-day, 1x1 guided Shiras moose, cougar, bobcat and lynx hunt. Method of take is hunter’s choice excluding handgun and shotgun. Schedule hunt with outfitter for open dates November 15 - 30, 2020 or 2021. Located in the heart of the Okanagan/Boundary region, their West Kettle River concession offers sportsmen a wide variety of spectacular hunting opportunities. Mature Shiras moose bulls will weigh an excess of 1,000 pounds and typically sport antlers in the 35 to 50 inch range. Big mature tom cougars tip the scales at 170-190 pounds, with 14-15 inch skulls taken annually. Bobcats and lynx are also in abundance. These hunts can be physically demanding, and hunters should be prepared to walk several miles each day. Included are cabin accommodations, meals, 1x1 guide service, trophy fees for listed species, firearm permit and field prep. Additional hunters are welcome for $22,500. Hunt can be upgraded to include whitetail deer; see outfitter for details. Not included are before/after hunt expenses, license ($200), tags ($800), CITES permit, dipping, packing/shipping and gratuities. Buyer must be able to postpone hunt for subsequent years, if snow conditions are not conducive to cougar hunting. Arrival/departure point is Kelowna or Penticton, British Columbia. For more information, contact John Sievers at borrego@telus.net or 250-256-4195. Company’s website: www.bchuntingadventure.com

Booth No.: 1723 Donor’s Valuation: $22,500

We thank Fraser River Outfitters Ltd. for this 100% donation.

10-day CITES Exportable Barren-Ground Grizzly Bear Hunt in Nunavut Territory, Canada for One Hunter

One fortunate hunter will have the experience and thrill of a lifetime on this spring 10-day, 1x1 guided barren-ground grizzly bear hunt donated by Canada North Outfitting. Method of take is rifle. Schedule hunt with outfitter for open dates in 2021 or 2022. Hunt dates for 2023 can be discussed with outfitter. Canada North Outfitting pioneered Arctic big game outfitting in 1981, and has maintained close to a 100% harvest success rate throughout its areas of operation. The grizzly bears of Nunavut are CITES-exportable, including the European Union. The barren-ground grizzly is a handsome bear known for its long, luxurious coat, which can come in a variety of colors. Canada North’s clients have entered eight of the top 10 barren-ground grizzly bears in the SCI Record Book. The buyer of this hunt package can add, at a later date, an Arctic wolf and wolverine to be hunted only as an incidental species. Canada North Outfitting will prepare a complete hunt itinerary with final instructions and gear list well in advance of the hunt date. Shane will greet the buyer upon arrival at the Edmonton International Airport. Not Included are before/after hunt expenses, travel, hotel, Nunavut hunting license, grizzly bear tag, shipping of hide, taxidermy, expediting costs and gratuities. In 2020, Canada North Outfitting will be celebrating 40 years in business. For more information, contact Shane Black at (250) 961-7100 or email sblack@canadanorthoutfitting.com. Company’s website: www.canadanorthoutfitting.com

Booth No.: 643 Donor’s Valuation: $32,500

We thank Canada North Outfitting for this 100% donation.
SATURDAY

SN004  Alaska, Southeast Alaska
6-day Luxury Yacht Alaska Black Bear Hunt, Swarovski Optics, Stone Glacier Gear and Ruger Firearm Package for One Hunter

Glacier Guides, Inc., together with Swarovski Optics, Ruger Firearms, and Stone Glacier, is pleased to donate this combination Coastal Island black bear hunt, Swarovski Optics package, Ruger firearm and Stone Glacier gear for one hunter on a 6-day, 1x1 fully guided hunt aboard the 78’ luxury yacht, the Alaskan Grandeur. Method of take is hunter’s choice. Schedule hunt with outfitter during available dates in 2020, 2021 or 2022. Included are private suite with full bath, satellite phone access, meals and professional trophy prep. Additional hunters are welcome at $10,000; observers are welcome at $4,750. This donation includes a $1,000 per hunter discount if 3 additional hunters’ book to fill the yacht. Exclusive use of the yacht will be given with 4 hunters. Not included are before/after hunt expenses; license at $260, tags at $450/bear and $60/wolf (available depending on the season), before/after hunt hotel accommodations, alcoholic beverages, gratuities and charter flight at approximately $850/rt per person. Glacier Guides is proud to have harvested over 50% of ALL black bears in the SCI record book taken in Alaska. Plus, nearly every first, second and third place annual awards issued by the Alaska Professional Hunters Association and SCI for Black Bear has been taken with Glacier Guides, Inc. Hunt can be upgraded to include brown bear for an additional $31,000 or wolf (available, depending on specific hunt dates selected); see outfitter for details. Mother, MaryAnn, was the first! The Swarovski Optics package includes 10x42 EL Rangefinder Binoculars and a Z8 1-8 X 42 30mm riflescope with a Plex reticle, the ultimate low-light performers. The Ruger is your choice of a Hawkeye Guide Gun chambered in either .416 or .375 Ruger and is designed for excellent performance in the rigors of Alaska. Stone Glacier Gear is known for its lightweight yet rugged utility and strength. The Stone Glacier SOLO pack combines the best of minimal weight while still allowing for comfortable carriage of even the heaviest of loads if needed. In addition, plan your next adventure knowing you have a Skyscraper 2p Tent and a Chilkoot 15 degree sleeping bag to keep you out of the elements and warm for a quality night’s sleep on your next mountain adventure - (although your tent and sleeping bag will not be needed onboard the Alaskan Grandeur!). Glacier Guides, Inc. is proud to support Safari Club International with this 100% donation and invites you to us at booth #1615. Arrival/departure point is Petersburg, Alaska. For more information on this family operation, contact Mutts Decker at 907-321-2180 or decker@glacierguidesinc.com. Company’s website: www.glacierguidesinc.com

We thank Glacier Guides, Inc. for this 100% donation.

SN005  Firearms
Cosmi Steel Classic Deluxe Shotgun

Cosmi SRL has donated a Cosmi Steel Classic Deluxe Shotgun high grade model in 20 gauge. Completely handmade in-house and proudly Italian, Cosmi guns are assembled from 100 synchronized parts combined in a unique mechanism. Each part is literally ‘extracted’ and individually machined from solid stock. Each Cosmi requires 400 hours of hand work by dedicated craftsmen. The Cosmi is so finely made, balanced and blueprinted that no screws are used in the assembly. Every gun is custom made to the client’s specifications. Only approximately 7,500 guns have been manufactured since 1930, and individual guns are unique enough that parts are often not interchangeable. Each part is individually serial numbered. For more information, contact Luca Gaeti at luca.gaeti@cosmi.net and visit luca.gaeti@cosmi.net.

We thank Cosmi SRL for this 100% donation.
SN006  Alaska, Cordova
15-day Alaska Brown Bear, Mountain Goat, Black Bear and Wolf Hunt for One Hunter
Sam Fejes has invited one hunter to Sam Fejes Tsiu River Lodge for this 15-day, 1x1 guided rifle hunt for Alaskan brown bear, black bear, mountain goat and wolf, along with fishing for silver salmon on the world famous Tsiu River near Cordova, Alaska. Schedule hunt with outfitter for open dates in 2020 or 2021. Sam was the winner of SCI's 1994 North American Outfitter of the Year award, Dallas Safari Club's 2006 Outfitter of the Year award, the 2013 C.J. McElroy Award and the 2016 Tony Sanchez Arino Award, as well as the Alaska Professional Hunter Award winner, twice. He has also received more than 90 top Alaskan APHA awards over the years. When you hunt with Sam you are assured that you will have a safe, enjoyable and memorable trip and the trophy hunt of a lifetime. As an Alaska master guide, Sam owns and operates the Sam Fejes Tsiu River Lodge in Cordova, Alaska. The area is home to large populations of brown and black bears, moose and mountain goat. This hunt donation is a tremendous opportunity for one hunter to secure a hunt with one of the most recognized outfitters in Alaska. Hunt from the main lodge and tent camps. Included with this donation are lodge accommodations, meals, 1x1 guide service, trophy field prep fleshing and salting. Additional hunters and observers are welcome per outfitter's current price list. Not included are the air charter to/from the lodge (approx. $650/person), game tags (US resident $1,255, foreign resident $1,400), hunting license (US resident $85, foreign resident $300), 5% sales tax and bed tax ($1,687.00), APHA fee ($150) and gratuities. Hunt can be upgraded to include moose for $13,500. Arrival/departure point is Cordova, Alaska. Don't let this chance for the ultimate Alaskan adventure pass you by! Contact Sam by phone at 907-349-4040 or by email at fejesguideservice@gmail.com for more information. Company's website: www.fejesguideservice.com
Booth No.: 922  Donor's Valuation: $33,500
We thank Fejes Guide Service Ltd. for this 100% donation.

SN007  British Columbia
15-day British Columbia Stone Sheep Hunt for One Hunter
One hunter will travel to British Columbia for a 15-day, 1x1 guided stone sheep hunt donated by BlueStone Guiding & Adventures. Schedule this rifle hunt with outfitter for open dates August 1 - September 15, 2020 or 2021. BlueStone Guiding & Adventures Ltd. provides quality hunting for the serious hunter. The guiding territory encompasses 6,000 square miles of land accessible only by aircraft. The main valleys' elevations are at 2,500 feet, the timberline is at 5,000 feet and the mountain tops average 6,500 feet. Hunts are done by horseback or on foot. Hunters should be in good condition, otherwise known as sheep shape, for long stalks in the mountains. Included are accommodations, meals, 1x1 guide service, trophy fee for stone sheep and field prep. Hunt can be upgraded to include caribou, mountain goat or moose; see outfitter for details. Additional hunters and non-hunters are welcome; see outfitter for details. Not included are before/after hunt expenses, license ($189), tag ($641), association fee $350, 5% GST, firearm permit, dipping, packing/shipping and gratuities. Arrival/departure point is Dease Lake, British Columbia. For more information, contact Bill Oestreich at superguides@hotmail.com or 867-333-2323. Company's website: www.bluestoneadventures.com
Booth No.: 746  Donor's Valuation: $45,000
We thank BlueStone Guiding & Adventures Ltd. for this 100% donation.
SN009  Jewelry
Natural Tanzanite & Diamond Necklace
For a lady with exquisite taste in jewelry, Baranof Jewelers has donated a breathtaking Natural Tanzanite & Diamond Necklace set in 14 karat white gold. The Tanzanite is blue violet vivid exceptional in color. Tanzanite is one of the world’s rarest precious gem stones. The karat weight of the tanzanite is approx. 55.25ct, with 3.50 karat white diamonds. Diamonds are F-G in color, Vs1 in clarity. Baranof’s is the place to be if you are looking for the finest in unique, rare and collectible jewelry. For more information, contact Andrea at 435-658-3877.
Booth No.: 951  Donor’s Valuation: $78,800

SN010  Clothing - Womens
Fur Coat
Alaska Fur Gallery has donated a Fur Coat. This is a black Karakul lamb Swakara coat with a Blackglama mink in the collar, sleeves and throughout the body, measuring 41-in. in length. Alaska Fur Gallery offers a large selection of better garments: furs, leather and shearlings. Open since 1964, they have seven stores in Alaska, and two in Colorado that offer fabulous accessories, fur slippers and Alaskan dolls. For more information, contact Malena Hausinger at (907) 274-3877 and visit www.akfurgallery.com.
Booth No.: 137  Donor’s Valuation: $30,000
SN011  New Zealand
6-day New Zealand Gold-Medal Red Deer, Tahr and Chamois Hunt for Four Hunters

Hunt the South Island of New Zealand on this 6-day/5-night, 2x1 guided hunting adventure for four hunters. This all-inclusive hunt package, donated by Wilderness Quest New Zealand, includes trophy fees for red stag up to 400 SCI for four hunters. In addition, both hunters will receive a $1,500 credit toward a tahr and chamois combo with helicopter fees included. Method of take is hunters’ choice (excluding handgun). Schedule this hunt with outfitter for open dates March-mid-July 2020 or 2021. Hunt will take place in the beautiful rainforest of the Haupiri River Valley on the West Coast of the South Island. Included are quality lodge accommodations, meals, 2x1 guide service, trophy fee for red stag up to 400 SCI for each hunter, airport pickup and drop-off, trophy prep and shipping to a New Zealand taxidermist. Additional hunters or observers are welcome; see outfitter for details. Not included are any before/after hunt expenses, dipping, packaging/shipping of trophies and gratuities. Hunt may be upgraded to include additional species. Arrival/departure point is Christchurch. For more information or references, contact Zion at 866-241-9653 or email zion@wildernessquestnz.com.

Company’s website: www.wildernessquestnz.com
Booth No.: 2023 Donor’s Valuation: $54,400
We thank Wilderness Quest New Zealand for this 100% donation.

SN012  Brazil, Amazon
6 1/2-day Brazil Amazonia Fishing Experience for Four Anglers

Four anglers will travel to Brazil for some of the best Amazon fishing with Captain Peacock Yacht & Expeditions. Schedule a trip with outfitter for open dates in 2020 or 2021. The world’s best peacock bass fishing operation now cruises the rivers of the Amazon, Brazil, onboard the first certified floating-hotel of Brazil - the Rio Negro Queen. Launched Jan. 2018 measuring 165 feet long by 32 feet wide, this unique luxurious floating-hotel is designed to take up to 30 guests only into an incomparable new level of cruise/fishing experience in the heart of the second largest river in the world and the only one with no mosquitos: the Rio Negro River. Leaving the ship at your convenience onboard Tracker bass boats to remote tributaries of the rainforest, you will enjoy six full days of designed activities with our English-speaking team of experts. Currently, 42% of trip occupancy are women, making the trip perfect for couples and families on vacation. Included are all necessary ground transportation and charter flights while in Brazil, two 5-star hotel nights in town, week-long deluxe accommodations, a Michelin-starred menu signed by Chef Roland Villard, drinks and cocktails, red and white wine selections, daily maid and laundry service, fishing pools, Shimano reels, braided lines, lure kits and award-winning guided fishing. Also, experience night bowfishing for cayman, giant catfish, and other species. Interact with indigenous Indians in their primitive villages, and a myriad of birds & flowers that cannot be found anywhere else in the world. World record, world-class, world apart, can be found on board the Rio Negro Queen by Capt Peacock in the heart of Brazil’s Amazon. Arrival/departure point is Manaus City, Brazil. For more information call +1 (262) 299-4999 or info@captpeacock.com. Company’s website: www.CaptPeacock.com
Booth No.: 764 Donor’s Valuation: $33,980
We thank Captain Peacock Yachts & Expeditions for this 100% donation.
SATURDAY

SN013  Tanzania
14-day Tanzania Leopard Safari, Custom Blaser Rifle and Celebrity Hunt Package with Craig Boddington for One Hunter
Game Trackers Africa, Blaser Group and Craig Boddington Endorsed Outfitters have teamed up to create this unbeatable package! Jaco and Magdel Oosthuizen of Game Trackers Africa have generously donated a leopard, Cape buffalo and plains game safari in Tanzania’s famed Selous Game Reserve, Africa’s largest game reserve! The 14-day hunt will be conducted from a traditional East African tented camp; included is a $5,000 credit toward trophy fees. Method of take is rifle. Hunt can be extended to a full 21-day classic East African safari; see outfitter for details. Schedule hunt with outfitter for open dates in 2020 or 2021. Journalist and experienced African hunter Craig Boddington will accompany the winning bidder. Included are hotel accommodations at Secliff Hotel for Craig and the winning bidder, luxury tent accommodations while hunting, meals, 1x1 guide service, $5,000 trophy fee credit for donated species, round trip air charter from Dar es Salaam, camp for hunter and Craig, laundry and field prep. Hunt may be extended for $2,850/day. Not included are before/after hunt expenses, $9,250 government licenses and fees, CITES permit, $300 rifle permit, and hotels in Dar es Salaam before and after the safari ($320/night). Observers are welcome at $450/day; additional hunter at $2,850/day plus government fees. Arrival/departure point is Dar es Salaam, Tanzania. For more information, contact Jaco Oosthuizen at magdel@gametrackersafrica.com or Int. 264 814819222. Company’s website: www.gametrackersafrica.com. The Blaser Group has created a special custom engraved Blaser R8 combination package with Selous .458 Winchester Magnum and .300 Winchester Magnum barrels! The rifle is engraved with lion and buffalo, with superb Grade 6 wood. To ensure the rifle is properly scoped for the safari, Blaser Rifle Scopes in 1-7x28mm and 2.8-20x50mm in Blaser Saddle Mounts are included, along with Blaser Leather Sling, Masalat R8 Hunting Edition Knife, and Double Barrel (two-barrel) Transportation Case. Also accompanying the package are 100 rounds each of .300 Winchester Magnum and .458 Winchester Magnum Swift High-Grade ammunition; two complete sets of Boddington safari clothing from Schnee’s, with bush jacket and vest; and, to while away the long flight, a personalized limited edition of Craig’s latest book; ‘Buffalo II’ (Safari Press 2019).
Booth No.: 3133  Donor’s Valuation: $98,100

magdel@gametrackersafrica.com or Int. 264 814819222. Company’s website: www.gametrackersafrica.com. The Blaser Group has created a special custom engraved Blaser R8 combination package with Selous .458 Winchester Magnum and .300 Winchester Magnum barrels! The rifle is engraved with lion and buffalo, with superb Grade 6 wood. To ensure the rifle is properly scoped for the safari, Blaser Rifle Scopes in 1-7x28mm and 2.8-20x50mm in Blaser Saddle Mounts are included, along with Blaser Leather Sling, Masalat R8 Hunting Edition Knife, and Double Barrel (two-barrel) Transportation Case. Also accompanying the package are 100 rounds each of .300 Winchester Magnum and .458 Winchester Magnum Swift High-Grade ammunition; two complete sets of Boddington safari clothing from Schnee’s, with bush jacket and vest; and, to while away the long flight, a personalized limited edition of Craig’s latest book; ‘Buffalo II’ (Safari Press 2019).
Booth No.: 3133  Donor’s Valuation: $98,100

SN014  Cameroon, North Cameroon
13-day Cameroon Lord Derby Eland, Buffalo and Antelope Hunt for One Hunter and One Observer
Antonio Reguera of Mayo Oldiri Camp has donated an incredible 13-day, 1x1 guided free-range Lord Derby giant eland, buffalo and antelope hunt for one hunter and one observer. Schedule this hunt with outfitter for open dates in January-March 2020 or 2021. Method of take is hunter’s choice, excluding handgun and muzzleloader. Antonio Reguera was named SCI International Professional Hunter of the Year in 2013. Included are 1x1 guide service, trophy fee for buffalo, trackers, porters, airport transfers, meals including soft drinks and wine, and luxury bungalow accommodations with private bathrooms. Not included are license (approx. $1,415), firearm permit, trophy fees for eland or antelope, anti-poaching fee, trophy prep ($1,100), dipping, packing and shipping of trophies (approx. $4,000), air charter ($400), government fees ($2,000) and gratuities. Additional hunters may join for $47,000; observers for $3,900. Buyer may upgrade to include a bongo or sitatunga; see outfitter for details. Hunt can be upgraded to a forest hunt, with a discount of 10% on forest daily rates; see outfitter for details. Arrival/departure point is Douala, Cameroon. For more information, email Raquel Reguera at r.reguera@mayoldiri.com or call Int. 34 915642471. Company’s website: www.mayoldiri.com.
Booth No.: 1315  Donor’s Valuation: $52,950
We thank Mayo Oldiri Group for this 100% donation.
We thank Safari International Macedonia for this 100% donation.

Booth No.: 815 Donor' s Valuation: $27,500

The Wolf Hunting Experience

Despite Macedonia's small size, over 500 wolves are hunted annually on its territory. Schedule this rifle hunt with outfitter for open dates in 2020 or 2021. Wolf hunting season is year-round. Donation includes 5-days of accommodations, meals, hunting and rifle permits, trophy fee for one best-available Sindh ibex, area fees, all transfers to/from Skopje and Macedonia's closest airport, customs handling, interpreter, guide service and trophy prep. Additional hunters are welcome for $1,000 an inch, if the Sindh ibex is over 39 inches. Method of take is hunter's choice, excluding crossbow or shotgun. Trip includes three hunting days; schedule hunt with outfitter for open dates October 1, 2020-March 31, 2021. With rugged, snowy mountains that have fluted, icy pinnacles piercing the sky and windswept plains stretching for miles, Pakistan is a land of contrasts. It offers some of Asia's most mind-bending features and a kaleidoscopic view of culture and ethnic structure. Being a game-rich country, Pakistan was appreciated by a number of trophy hunters long before its separation from British India. Many British soldiers here had the privilege of pursuing these game animals back in colonial times. Now it is your turn to hunt in these lands and have a taste of the excitement these sportsmen experienced previously. The Sindh ibex is native to South Pakistan's Kirthar Mountains, usually inhabiting altitudes of 1,500 to 4,500 feet. Hunter can realistically expect to collect an ibex around 38"-42" and over. Anything over the 40-inch mark is considered to be a great billy and most of our clients collect such an ibex. The biggest we ever collected out of this area is 47 inches. The Sindh counts toward the Capra World Slam and is a crowning achievement in any hunting career. Blandford urial and/or Punjab urial can easily be added on to this hunt. Included are guest house or hunting lodge accommodation, meals, hunting and rifle permits, trophy fee for one best-available Sindh ibex, area fees, all transfers to/from Islamabad and Karachi closest airport; customs handling, interpreter, guide service and trophy prep. Additional hunters are welcome for $5,500 each. Hunters are accommodated at a luxurious hunting lodge with your own kitchen, chef, spacious and comfortable rooms, hot tub and sauna as well as highly qualified staff. Arrangements are all inclusive. The lodge is located at an altitude of 1,000 meters (3,300 ft) and the hunting grounds are spread over 24,000 acres of land. Hunt may be upgraded to golden jackal, fox, kri kri ibex, moufflon, fallow deer, wild boar, Balkan chamois, racks sheep, bear and other animals; see outfitter for details. Hunters may import own rifles or rent ours at no charge. They also have a permit to organize bow hunting. Included are airport assistance, import rifle permits; ground transportation, meals, beverages, lodging during the hunt, professional hunter, skinning, salting and trophy care, hunting licenses, hunting permits and insurance. Not included are before/after hunt expenses, trophy packing and shipping ($500 per box), CITES permits ($500-only for wolf and bear hunts), airfare, phone calls, gratuity and VAT 18%. Arrival/departure point is Skopje, Macedonia. For more information, contact Zlatko Sokolik by email zlatkosokolik@gmail.com or by phone at 239-331-1611. Company's website: www.interhunts.com.

We thank Safari International Macedonia for this 100% donation.
SN018  Alaska  
7-day Alaska Yacht-Based Black Bear Hunt and Rifle Package for One Hunter and One Non-Hunter

One hunter and one non-hunter will travel to Alaska for this 8-day, 1x1 guided black bear hunt with Alaska Magnum ARs’ Grizzinator rifle donated by Grizzinator. Method of take is rifle. Schedule hunt with outfitter for open dates in late April 2020, only. No alternate dates are available. Grizzinator’s yacht-based bear hunts are the best in the business. They offer all-inclusive week-long hunt packages aboard their boat. Spend a week exploring beautiful Prince William Sound from the comfort of a well-built salt-water skiff by day and relax in your private room aboard the yacht by night. The vessel has all of the amenities: forced air heat, hot showers, full restroom accommodations, television and home-cooked meals. This hunt takes place in late April when the snow is quickly retreating up the mountain sides and the big male bears are starting to prowl the grassy beaches and slides searching for food. Physically undemanding, this hunt is truly a lady or gentleman’s hunt. Included in the donation is a handmade Alaska Magnum ARs Grizzinator model rifle. This rifle is chambered in the hard-hitting, flat-shooting .338 Federal cartridge and outfitted with a AAA extra-fancy grade black walnut stock, Leupold scope and deluxe hard case. The firearm is completely set-up and sighted in with 200-grain Federal Fusion Ammunition. All of Alaska Magnum AR’s rifles are built right in the heart of Alaska in Fairbanks. These are the preferred rifles of many top guides who use them for some of the most dangerous game in North America and in some of the most unforgiving environments on earth. Alaska Magnum ARs are the professionals’ choice for all of Alaska’s game, be it a ten-foot brown bear in the thick alders, a 70-inch moose across an open muskeg or a long-furred mountain goat three ridges away. Built to last, built to perform and built to be beautiful. Included are accommodation, meals, guide service, trophy fee for black bear, Grizzinator rifle chambered in .338 and field prep. Non-hunter can hunt black bear for trophy fee cost $3,500. Can have the entire boat with 1 additional hunter booking at normal hunt fee of $8,500. Not included are any before/after hunt expenses, licenses ($160), tag ($450), dipping, packaging/shipping and gratuities. Arrival/departure point is Valdez, AK. For more information, contact Greg and Jana Jennen at 907-987-4515 or email hunts@grizzinator.com. Company’s website: www.grizzinator.com

Booth No.: 161  Donor’s Valuation: $22,600

We thank Grizzinator/Alaska Glacier Mountain Outfitters for this 100% donation.

SN019  Spain  
5-day Spain Gold-Medal Beceite Ibex Hunt for One Hunter and One Observer.

Hunt Spain on this 5-day, 1x1 guided hunt for gold-medal Beceite ibex for one hunter and one observer (observer may upgrade to hunter), donated by Valencia Expeditions and Fernando Nomdedeu. Method of take is rifle. Schedule hunt with outfitter for open dates in November 2020-May 2021, only. No alternate dates are available. This hunt is good until trophy is taken or wounded, or three chances have been missed or passed over. Included are accommodations, meals, guide service and trophy fee for ibex without limit. Hunt can be upgraded to include Cantabrian, Pyrenean and Alpine chamois, mouflon sheep, aoudad, Balearen goat, red deer, fallow deer and other species of ibex including Gredos, Southeastern and Rhonda. Not included are any before/after hunt expenses, license ($300 US), VAT 21% on value of donated hunt, rifle rental ($180), dip/pack/ship and gratuities. Arrival/departure is point Valencia Airport. For more information, contact Michael Valencia at 231-399-0831 or michaelvalencia1@cs.com. Company’s website: www.valenciaexpeditions1917.com

Booth No.: 2437  Donor’s Valuation: $18,900

We thank Valencia Expeditions for this 100% donation.

SN020  Artwork - Sculpture  
Bronze Sculpture ‘Ivory Conflict’

Lorenzo Ghiglieri has donated a Bronze Elephant Sculpture titled “Ivory Conflict” that measures 16-in. x 42-in. x 10-in. Ghiglieri and his assistants travel the world to study, research and authenticate game for the wildlife museums of the United States, Puerto Rico and other significant places worldwide. Ghiglieri’s work features animals from around the world, within close call experiences. Ghiglieri brings his creations to life. The diversity of his genius is profound. Each masterpiece evokes a distinguished style that reflects the integrity of Creation. It defines and reveals a unique power and beauty that is authentic, meaningful, and valuable for the discerning collector. It is his passion. For more information, contact Debi Pinley at 503-678-7777 and visit www.art-lorenzo.com.

Booth No.: 623  Donor’s Valuation: $28,500

We thank Lorenzo Ghiglieri for this 100% donation.
SN021  
**Argentina**

**6-Night/5-Day Argentina Big Game Safari for Four Hunters and Four Observers**

Algar Safaris is donating this fantastic 6-night/5-day 1x1 guided big game hunt for four hunters and four observers for four **gold medal red deer**, four **Patagonian rams** and four **mouflon sheep**, to be shared among the four hunters. Schedule hunt with outfitter for open dates from March-June 2021 or 2022. Method of take is hunters' choice. This big game hunt takes place in the Neuquén province, at the foot of the Andes Mountains, in Patagonia, Argentina. Comprising 85,000 acres of privately owned land, Algar Safaris is just sixty miles north of the beautiful city of San Carlos de Bariloche, Patagonia's most noted ski resort. Included are top-notch lodge accommodations; meals; 1x1 guide service; transportation to/from Bariloche Airport; field prep; trophy scoring; trophy fees for four gold medal red deer, four Patagonian rams and four mouflon sheep; hunting licenses; trophy tags for donated game; wine and beer during meals; laundry, WIFI internet; and full use of ranch facilities. Not included are before/after hunt expenses, transfers between airports in Buenos Aires, air transportation from Buenos Aires to San Carlos de Bariloche ($200/person), gun rental ($250), dipping/packing/expediting and gratuities. Additional hunters are welcome for $3,500 and non-hunters for $1,750. This hunt may be upgraded or extended; see outfitter for details. Arrival/departure point is San Carlos de Bariloche Airport, Argentina. For more information, contact Mariano Fernandez by email at info@algar-safaris.com or calling Int. at 549 11 31150028. Company's website: www.algar-safaris.com

**Booth No.: 1923**  
**Donor's Valuation:** $75,600

---

SN022 Alaska

**9-Day Alaska Coastal Brown Bear, Moose, Black Bear, and Wolf Hunt for One Hunter and One Observer**

Mike Odin of Mike Odin's Alaska Adventures, LLC, a long-time SCI donor and SCI Life Member, is donating a 9-day (7-hunt days and 2-travel days), 1x1 fully guided hunt for Alaska coastal brown bear, moose, black bear, and wolf for one hunter and one observer in southwestern Alaska. Method of take is rifle. Schedule hunt with outfitter for open dates during August - September 2020 or 2021. Hunter and observer will be met at the airport and transported to hotel. Included with this donation are 1x1 fully guided service; trophy fees for one brown bear, moose, black bear, and wolf; heated Arctic Oven tent accommodations; home cooked meals and beverages; in-field transportation; trophy field preparation; transport trophies for official sealing; and taxidermy services in Anchorage. This is a wild and pristine wilderness area with a healthy population of brown bear, moose, black bear, and wolves. This is a spot-and-stalk hunt along river corridors and ground blind hunt near wild braided streams filled with spawning sockeye salmon. Mike Odin's Alaska Adventures provides safe, comfortable, extremely high-success-rate, and world-class trophy hunts. Not included are before/after hunt expenses, air charter flights to/from base camp (approx. $1,700 RT for hunter and observer), Alaska hunting license (U.S. non-resident $160, foreign non-resident $630), brown/grizzly tag (U.S. non-resident $1,000, foreign non-resident $1,300), moose tag (U.S. non-resident $800, foreign non-resident $1,000), black bear tag (U.S. non-resident $450, foreign non-resident $600), wolf tag (no fee) and gratuities. Hunter may upgrade hunt for a second brown bear for $10,000 trophy fee, second black bear for $3,500 trophy fee; and wolves at no trophy fee. Hunt may be extended for $1,500 per day. Additional hunters and observers are welcome at outfitter's current price list. Mike assists hunters with every detail of their Alaska hunting adventure. Arrival and departure point is Anchorage, Alaska. Don't miss this world-class Alaska brown bear, moose, black bear, and wolf hunt! For more information, contact Mike at 1-907-644-HUNT (4868) or by email: mike@mikeodin.com.

**Company's website:** www.mikeodin.com.

**Booth No.: 641**  
**Donor's Valuation:** $44,000
**Sample of Concept**

**SN023  Artwork - Original Art**  
**Corporate Conceptional Art Piece**  
*Universal Sportsmans* has donated a one of, one of a kind **Corporate Conceptional Art Piece** composed and completed by internationally acclaimed Artist Kobus Möller. This master piece will be a Corporate Conceptional art piece for a corporate office, or master trophy room depicting the legacy, vision, and or core value of a person, company and or institute through a painting by Kobus’s hand. This conceptional art can be up to 9-ft. X 15-ft. painted on a wall or panels, to Include any and all subject matter from animals, people to whatever is needed to tell the exceptional story. Legend artist Kobus Möller has painted masterpieces for hunting and other communities world wide for over 30 years, he has been recognized as one of the best creative hands in the industry. Kobus will travel to your home or office were you’ll be able to see him perform his significant talent by creating your legacy in art form for generations to come. Excluded is airfare from Johannesburg South Africa, to bidder. Artwork will have to be commissioned before September 2020. For more information, contact Emaneul Kapp ‘Kappie’ at emanuel@us7media.com.  
**Booth No.: 1406  Donor’s Valuation: $200,000**

**SN024  France**  
**5-day France Gold-Medal Red Deer, European Mouflon and Fallow Deer for Two Hunters and Two Observers**  
Two hunters and two observers will travel to France for a 5-day, 2x1 guided one gold-medal red deer, one gold-medal European mouflon and one gold-medal fallow deer hunt for two hunters and two observers donated by **Hunt Trip France**. Schedule this rifle hunt with outfitter for open dates in 2020 or 2021. Hunt Trip France own three prime hunt locations outside of Paris. Their most popular location is a 50-min. drive outside of Paris and is an 880-acre estate with a classic 12th century French castle. This was the main home to Anne-Sophie and Alexandre. The estate lies in beautiful surroundings in the Vexin region between Paris and the Normandy region. Their two other estates are prime for big game hunting and wingshooting and are less than two hours from Paris. Included are luxury accommodations; meals and drinks; 2x1 guide service; and trophy fees for one gold-medal red deer, one gold-medal fallow deer and one gold-medal mouflon shared between both hunters. Hunt can be upgraded for bigger trophies and other species, such as, wild boar, roe deer, white deer, red deer, European mouflon and fallow deer. Trip may be extended for $780/day per hunter or for a tourism day. Not included are before/after hunt expenses, field prep, dipping, packing/shipping of trophies, licenses ($900) and gratuities. Arrival/departure point is Paris Charles De Gaulle Airport. For more information, contact Alexander Grabowski at contact@hunt-trip-france.com or Int. 336 609 759 16. Company’s website: www.hunt-trip-france.com  
**Booth No.: 2758  Donor’s Valuation: $36,200**  
We thank Hunt Trip France for this 100% donation.
Hand-Crafted Walnut and Cherry Bar

Advanced Taxidermy & Wildlife Design Ltd. has donated a Hand-Crafted Walnut and Cherry Bar featuring a 250-lb tarpon chasing a panfish. The bar features a reproduction coral reef and reproduction water. Made of solid walnut and cherry, the piece measures 126-in. x 22-in. x 45-in. For more information, contact Shawn Galea at (905) 838-9964 and visit www.advancedtaxidermy.com.

Booth No.: 565  Donor's Valuation: $25,000

We thank Advanced Taxidermy & Wildlife Design Ltd. for this 100% donation.

Pennsylvania

5-day Pennsylvania Northeastern White-tailed Deer Hunt for One Hunter and One Observer

Russell and Lori Walk of Quest Haven Lodge/Walk’s Premier Whitetails are donating this 5-day, 1x1 guided Northeastern white-tailed deer hunt for one hunter and one observer. Hunter will have the opportunity to harvest a buck scoring up to 400 SCI on this hunt. Quest Haven’s prime season is completely booked for the next several seasons. The winner of this auction will have choice of dates during their prime season in 2020, 2021 or 2022. This donation is the only way to secure dates during the elite hunting week. Quest Haven breaks several records every season, placing many in the top five, along with several number one bucks. Donation includes lodging, meals, airport transfers, trophy fee for a buck scoring up to 400 SCI and field prep. Not included are any before/after hunt expenses, shipping of taxidermy and gratuities. Stop by the Quest Haven booth to see the photos and mounts of the trophy bucks shot in the 2019 season. Arrival/departure point is SCE (State College University Park Airport). For more information, contact the Walks at 814-312-3204 or 814-312-3203, or email questhavenlodge@gmail.com. Company’s website: www.questhavenlodge.com

Booth No.: 2631  Donor's Valuation: $28,900

We thank Quest Haven Lodge for this 100% donation.